Leave no trace: Please help us to reduce our ecological footprint. Be considerate of the environment, keep to trails and beware of snakes in terrestrial areas.

In the case of an emergency, dial 000 for assistance.
Gabbi Karniny Bidi – Discover the Salt Lakes
9.7km loop, 3-4 hours
Start at the trailhead in the Settlement Mall (behind the Salt Store). Trail returns to Settlement Mall.
View the trail fact sheet

Karlinyah Bidi – Experience the Northern Beaches
5.9km one way, 2-3 hours
Board the Island Explorer bus from the Main Bus Stop (Bus Stop 1) at 10:30am and alight at Rocky Bay (Bus Stop 13) to begin your walk. Allow 2-3 hours walking time. Catch the Island Explorer back from Little Parakeet (Bus Stop 18) at 2:22pm. Buses run each ½ hour. Arrive back in the Settlement 2:30pm.
View the trail fact sheet

Ngank Wen Bidi – Explore West End
7.6km loop, 3-4 hours
Board the Island Explorer bus from the Main Bus Stop (Bus Stop 1) at 10:30am and alight at Rocky Bay (Bus Stop 13) to begin your walk. Allow 3-4 hours walking time. Catch the Island Explorer back from Rocky Bay (Bus Stop 13) at 3:22pm. Buses run each ½ hour. Arrive back in the Settlement 3:30pm.
View the trail fact sheet

Warden Nara Bidi – Relax on Salmon Bay
10km one way, 3-4 hours
Board the Island Explorer bus from the Main Bus Stop (Bus Stop 1) at 10:30am and alight at Porpoise Bay (Bus Stop 4) to begin your walk. Allow 3-4 hours walking time. Catch the Island Explorer back from Rocky Bay (Bus Stop 13) at 3:22pm. Buses run each ½ hour. Arrive back in the Settlement 3:30pm.
View the trail fact sheet

Ngank Yira Bidi – Uncover Bickley Battery
9.4km one way, 3-4 hours
Start at the trailhead in the Settlement Mall (behind the Salt Store). Allow 3-4 hours walking time to Oliver Hill. Once at Oliver Hill you have the option of taking a guided tour of the WWII military installation. Optional train ride available back to the Settlement (departs 1:00pm, 2:00pm, 3:00pm) or walk back to the Settlement via Digby Drive. Allow 30 minutes to walk back to Settlement. Total travel time allow 5-5½ hours.
View the trail fact sheet

Don’t forget to share your photos on Instagram #wadjemupbidi